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[1] One of the key uncertainties in site-based evaluations of
land surface, hydrological or ecological models stems from
the lack of availability of downward long-wave radiation,
even at observational stations where tens of other key
variables are measured. State of the art techniques for its
synthesis are typically functionally dependent on surface
temperature, vapour pressure and some representation of
cloudiness. Here we show that existing functional forms
for downward long-wave synthesis underutilise information
in these key predictor variables, and that in fact cloudiness
variables may be redundant. By using an empirical model
at a range of sites globally, we examine the contribution
of each of the predictor variables and conclude that an
extremely simple empirical model may provide more
defensible prediction where no a priori knowledge of site
behavior exists. Citation: Abramowitz, G., L. Pouyanné, and
H. Ajami (2012), On the information content of surface meteorol-
ogy for downward atmospheric long-wave radiation synthesis,
Geophys. Res. Lett., 39, L04808, doi:10.1029/2011GL050726.

1. Introduction

[2] Land surface model evaluation using data collected at
flux tower sites provides a unique opportunity for diagnostic
model evaluation. It is one the few examples in climate sci-
ence of a data source that provides both model drivers and
several model evaluation variables at the same time step as
the model’s execution. One of the key data-based uncer-
tainties, however, is that most flux tower sites do not have
measurements of downward long wave radiation (LWdown),
and so at these sites a key component of the energy budget is
missing.
[3] There have been many attempts to address this problem,

although usually in a hydrological or ecosystem study con-
text, rather than in relation to land surface modeling (LSM).
They began with clear-sky approximations to LWdown [e.g.,
Ångström, 1918; Brunt, 1932; Swinbank, 1963; Idso and
Jackson, 1969; Brutsaert, 1975], based on empirically
derived functions of surface air temperature (T) and/or sur-
face vapour pressure (e). Over time, the considerable effect
cloudiness had on LWdown was recognized and this was
dealt with by modifying atmospheric emissivity in these
clear-sky formulations [e.g., Crawford and Duchon, 1999;

Iziomon et al., 2003; Lhomme et al., 2007]. The cloudiness
modifications use either a cloudiness index derived from the
ratio of measured short-wave radiation (SWdown) to poten-
tial SWdown (a top-of-atmosphere estimate based on loca-
tion, time of day and time of year) or cloud fraction,
commonly estimated using this ratio. We will refer to this
fraction (which is affected by cloud fraction, as well as, for
example, haze) as SWrat below. A comprehensive review of
these techniques is given by Flerchinger et al. [2009]. One
difficulty of using this type of correction is that corrections
based on SWdown are only available during daylight hours.
At night, such a method must either revert to its clear sky
parent or attempt to approximate cloudiness using the
cloudiness index from the daylight hours surrounding it.
[4] Flerchinger et al. [2009] looked for an ‘optimal’

cloudiness correction technique by testing 13 clear-sky
approximations and coupling them in all possible combina-
tions to 10 cloudiness corrections at 14 sites in the USA and
China. While this and other work [e.g., Wang and Liang,
2009] focus on the benefits that different cloudiness cor-
rections offer over clear-sky approximations, they assume
that at least one of the clear sky functional forms examined
(mostly developed on limited data) appropriately represents
clear sky LWdown as a function of T and e. Here we will
suggest that a different functional form of LWdown = f(T, e)
is able to provide improved approximations of LWdown in
both clear-sky and cloudy conditions, and that the benefit of
the extra information provided by a cloudiness index is in
fact minimal when this functional form is better chosen. We
use an empirical model to construct this relationship and
unlike several of the examples previously mentioned, restrict
our analysis entirely to out-of-sample results.

2. Methodology

[5] Different synthesis studies nominate different
LWdown approximation techniques as having the best per-
formance [Choi et al, 2008; Wang and Liang, 2009;
Flerchinger et al., 2009] and this seems in large part due to
the applicability of different techniques to different envir-
onments [e.g., Sridhar and Elliott, 2002; Duarte et al., 2006;
Bilbao and de Miguel, 2007; Kjaersgaard et al., 2007; Choi
et al., 2008]. To compare with our empirical approach, we
choose clear-sky and cloudiness-adjusted synthesis approa-
ches that are both commonly represented in published work
and ‘optimal’ in a significant proportion of studies [Choi et al.,
2008;Wang and Liang, 2009; Flerchinger et al., 2009]. They
are shown in Table 1: the clear-sky approximations of Brunt
[1932], Swinbank [1963], Brutsaert [1975] and Dilley and
O’Brien [1998] as well as the cloudiness correction of
Crawford and Duchon [1999], applied to both the Brunt and
Brutsaert clear-sky approximations. In applying the cloudiness
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correction, we used a threshold of 5 Wm�2 to discriminate
between day and night, and reverted to the parent clear-sky
approximation during nighttime time-steps.We do not suggest
our sample of techniques is either comprehensive or optimal in
all applications, rather it is chosen to be broadly representative
of existing techniques. While we also accept that the perfor-
mance of these techniques would be improved in sample by
calibrating their parameters to particular data sets, we are pri-
marily interested in synthesizing LWdown at ‘unseen’ sites,
and so avoid the danger of over-fitting by using original pub-
lished versions of parameter values.
[6] We use observed half-hourly meteorology from ten

flux tower sites distributed across a range of environments
globally (see Table 2). These were downloaded from the
Protocol for the Analysis of the Land Surface (PALS, pals.
unsw.edu.au) which in turn processed the data from the
Fluxnet La Thuile ‘Free-fair-use’ data release. Details of
additional processing, as well as information on the pro-
portion of gap-filled meteorological data are available
through the PALS website. Only consecutive whole years of
data were used for each site.
[7] We also tried to ensure that gap-filling of meteoro-

logical data did not affect our results. The La Thuile syn-
thesis included a binary quality control variable associated
with each meteorological variable, primarily reflecting
which time steps were gap-filled. Before conducting any of
the analysis or empirical model training described below, we
filtered our data by removing any time step that had a quality
control flag in any of SWdown, T, e, or LWdown. While our
10 sites collectively contained 806448 time steps of data,
after this filtering process only 670280 remained.
[8] The empirical model we use involves clustering our

independent variables (that is, for example, T and e if we are

modeling LWdown = f(T, e)) using k-means clustering, a
least-squares clustering approach. Each cluster contains a
subset of the data, in our case time steps, grouped to have
similar values of the independent variables. Each cluster is
defined by minimizing the within-cluster sum of squares.
Use of k-means clustering is already common in hydrology
and other Earth sciences [e.g., Lagacherie et al., 1997;
Gorsevski et al., 2003]. To complete the mapping, we train a
multiple linear regression between the independent variables
and LWdown separately for each cluster.
[9] To predict LWdown on an unseen data set, we use the

cluster centres and regression parameters established above.
A new prediction time step will first be allocated to a par-
ticular cluster, based on the least squared distance of its
independent variable values to the existing cluster centres.
The regression parameters associated with that cluster will
then be used to predict LWdown using those independent
variable values. For a given functional relationship, such as
LWdown = f(T, e), this approach gives a piecewise linear
approximation to the functional form in the data itself, with
the number of ‘pieces’ effectively determined by the number
of clusters. We could equally have chosen other similarly
robust empirical approaches such those used by Hsu et al.
[2002] or Jung et al. [2009].
[10] We test several configurations of this empirical

approach. For all of the functional dependencies described
below, we examine the performance of the empirical model
using 1, 3, 10 and 20 clusters, showing the effect of an
increasingly complex (albeit piecewise linear) empirical
model. We also try to quantify how much information T, e
and SWrat contribute to LWdown predictability. To do this,
we train separate implementations of the empirical model
examining LWdown as f(T), f(e), f(T, e) and f(T, e, SWrat).

Table 1. Functional Description of the Four Clear-Sky Downward Long-Wave Radiation Approximations and the Cloudiness Correction
Technique Used With Two of Thema

Technique & Reference Base Functional Form Additional Information

Brutsaert [1975] clear-sky Ldown = ɛatmsTsurf
4 ɛatm ¼ b1 esurf =Tsurf

� �b2
b1 ¼ 0:642; b2 ¼ 1=7

Swinbank [1963] clear-sky Ldown = c1Tsurf
6 c1 = 5.32 � 10�13

Brunt [1932] clear-sky Ldown = ɛatmsTsurf
4 ɛatm ¼ a1 þ a2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
esurf

p
a1 ¼ 0:605; a2 ¼ 0:0048

Dilley and O’Brien [1998] clear-sky Ldown ¼ 59:38þ 113:7
Tsurf
273:16

� �6

þ 96:96

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
w

2:5

r
w is precipitable water in g/cm2

or cm as in Prata [1996]

Crawford and Duchon [1999] cloudiness correction Ldown = (1 � f) ⋅ Lclear + f ⋅ sTsurf4 f ¼ 1� Sdown=Smax

Lclear is a clear-sky estimate

aTsurf is in Kelvin and esurf is Pascal.

Table 2. The Ten Sites Where Meteorological Data Was Measured

Site Name Country Period Vegetation Type Mean Temp (C) Mean Precip (mm) Reference

Amplero Italy 03–06 Grassland 10.6 945 Gilmanov et al. [2007]
Audubon USA 03–05 Grassland 14.9 438 www.fluxdata.org:8080/SitePages/

siteInfo.aspx?US-Aud
Bondville USA 97–06 Cropland 11.0 991 Meyers and Hollinger [2004]
Cabauw Netherlands 03–06 Grassland 9.6 777 Beljaars and Bosveld [1997]
Goodwin Creek USA 04–06 Grassland 15.9 1426 Wilson and Meyers [2007]
Howard Springs Australia 02–05 Woody Savanna 27.0 1449 Hutley et al. [2000]
Skukuza/Kruger South Africa 02–03 Savanna 22.2 525 Scholes et al. [2001]
Loobos Netherlands 97–06 Evergreen needleleaf 9.4 786 Dolman et al. [2002]
Maun- Mopane Botswana 99–01 Woody Savanna 22.4 493 Arneth et al. [2006]
Quebec forest Canada 04–06 Evergreen needleleaf �0.4 962 Bergeron et al. [2007]
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Each of these is compared with the existing approaches in
Table 1.
[11] Finally, all results presented here represent out-of-

sample tests. We construct these tests using a bootstrap
approach: for each site, all the other 9 sites are used to cal-
ibrate empirical model parameters, and the single remaining
site is used for testing. This process is then repeated for all
sites, so that where results for all sites are shown, all are still
entirely out-of-sample. In this sense we are also testing the
portability of the empirical approach. Good performance
therefore, however we choose to define it, becomes even
better as the sample size of sites included in the study
decreases. We chose 10 sites as a compromise between
representativeness and the potential to demonstrate strong
out-of-sample performance.

3. Results and Discussion

[12] Table 3 shows the mean absolute error (MAE) of the
6 existing techniques and two configurations of the empiri-
cal model, with results shown separately for each site. An
all-site result is shown in bold on the last line of Table 3,
with the two previous lines indicating day- and night-time
only results. The two empirical model configurations shown
here were chosen as our preferred models for any larger
scale deployment of this technique – we will further outline
our reasons for this below. Recall that all results are out of
sample (testing site not used in training data).
[13] The most striking feature of Table 3 is the superior

performance of the two empirical model approaches, neither
of which utilize any form of cloudiness information. Even
out of sample, they improve LWdown prediction perfor-
mance over the cloudiness-correction approaches by as much
as 40% of MAE (at Amplero or Cabauw, using either parent
clear-sky function), and average a 19–24% improvement
across all sites, depending on which approach is used. Note in
particular the strength of the empirical models with night-
time data, when the cloudiness correction techniques were
not applied. There are some exceptions – most notably the
Audubon and Skukuza sites. Also note that the Swinbank
clear-sky approach appears particularly strong for the two
African sites. A surprising result is that there are several
examples of the cloudiness correction technique significantly
degrading the clear-sky approximation (Audubon, Goodwin
Creek, Howard Springs).

[14] A potentially confusing result is the occasional
ability of the 1-cluster regression (that is, just a multiple
linear regression) to outperform the 20-cluster model (at
Howard Springs, Maun-Mopane and Skukuza). These sites
apparently have non-linear behaviour that is different to the
others – the linear model performed reasonably well, but
when 20 clusters were used, the nature of the non-linear
relationship learned at the 9 training sites was not appro-
priate for the testing site. We note that these three are the
hottest sites in our sample and would likely see the largest
range of vapour pressure as well as temperature extremes.
This apparent inversion of behaviour across the empirical
model spectrum may not have appeared if we had a larger
sample of sites (although this would have impaired our
ability to demonstrate out-of-sample performance).
[15] We chose to examine these two examples of our

empirical approach because of their relative simplicity.
Table 4 shows MAE values across all sites for a larger range
of empirical model configurations. The aim in this instance
was to explore (a) how much information each independent
variable provided about LWdown (different functional
forms in the columns of Table 4), and (b) how this was
affected by the relative complexity of the empirical model
used.
[16] The biggest surprise here is that e, T and SWrat do not

appear to provide any more information about LWdown
than e and T alone. Across the different model resolutions
there is no detectable performance difference between these
two functional forms. Perhaps equally surprising is that
modeling LWdown as a function of either e or T alone
provides performance levels at least as good as the best
cloudiness-corrected approach we investigated (indeed
slightly better).

Table 3. The Mean Absolute Error Across All 10 Sites of the 6 Existing Approximations as Well as Two Empirical Model
Representations of LWdown as a Function of Surface Temperature and Vapour Pressurea

Mean Absolute
Error (MAE) Brunt Swinbank Brutsaert Dilley

Brunt +
Crawford

Brutsaert +
Crawford 1 cluster f(e, T) 20 cluster f(e, T)

Amplero 50.63 58.32 49.78 46.73 52.71 52.49 37.30 31.57
Audubon 33.26 54.18 29.54 28.85 48.08 44.94 63.71 55.75
Bondville 36.43 40.78 36.06 35.09 34.52 34.90 30.98 27.66
Cabauw 48.76 48.99 44.96 46.94 39.80 37.93 23.08 22.73
Goodwin Creek 32.49 38.89 31.65 30.48 40.64 40.38 30.71 26.66
Howard Springs 23.59 29.30 17.53 29.37 28.21 25.15 13.97 17.69
Skukuza/Kruger 75.92 29.85 100.89 90.24 54.85 72.88 60.51 77.56
Loobos 53.60 55.15 50.02 51.28 36.12 34.46 29.92 25.93
Maun - Mopane 38.17 26.83 37.56 45.87 30.05 29.71 26.58 31.02
Quebec forest 47.33 52.13 51.14 44.90 37.32 40.03 32.87 30.21
All sites day 41.19 43.40 40.38 41.85 32.49 39.11 33.51 32.07
All site night 42.33 44.37 41.34 41.63 42.33 41.34 30.49 28.22
All sites 41.77 43.9 40.87 41.74 37.5 40.25 31.98 30.55

aAll figures represent out of sample testing.

Table 4. The Mean Absolute Error of Empirical Models of
Different Complexities and Representing Different Dependenciesa

Mean Absolute
Error (MAE) f(T) f(e) f(e, T) f(e, T, SWrat)

1 cluster 34.55 34.30 31.98 31.54
3 clusters 35.05 34.28 31.50 32.68
10 clusters 35.12 35.25 30.56 30.65
20 clusters 35.14 35.15 30.55 29.84

aResults are aggregated across all sites and represent out of sample
testing.
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[17] These somewhat surprising results suggest that
existing functional forms, while no doubt effective at par-
ticular sites, fail to generalize the nature of LWdown syn-
thesis globally. That is, they do not appropriately utilize the
information in e and T about LWdown. Equally importantly,
it appears that there may be no utility in including a cloud-
iness correction. In fact, given the nature of Table 4, we are
drawn to suggesting that the most practical and transparent
approach is to use a linear regression against e and T (i.e., a
1-cluster approach). If we recalculate regression coefficients
across all 10 of our sites (recall that results to date are cal-
culated for nine sites and tested at a tenth), we find

f e; Tð Þ ¼ 0:031eþ 2:84T � 522:5

for e in Pascal, and T in Kelvin offers the best fit. This will
no doubt be a controversial suggestion for LWdown esti-
mation, but one that appears well supported by the data we
used. The 95% confidence interval for the e coefficient is
0.0311 � 0.0002, 2.84 � 0.01 for the T coefficient and
�522.5 � 2.9 for the intercept. Based on the smaller sample
size of the training sets for individual sites, the mean and
standard deviation of these three coefficients across all sites
were: 0.031 and 0.005; 2.83 and 0.29, and; �520 and 75,
respectively.
[18] Finally, while the MAE values in Tables 3 and 4

appear relatively large, we note that a considerable propor-
tion of the studies discussed above test LWdown synthesis
techniques in-sample – using the same data to calibrate and
evaluate. Given that existing techniques are already widely
used to create forcing data sets for LSMs, the benefits of the
reduction in forcing uncertainty that our simplified approach
provides should be clear.

4. Conclusion

[19] By using an empirical model we showed that at a
broad range of sites globally, the functional form of existing
downward long-wave radiation synthesis algorithms appears
to be inappropriate. The empirical model, even entirely out
of sample, was able to utilize the information available in
time series of temperature and vapour pressure to make
predictions that clearly outperformed existing approaches.
When such a model was given cloudiness information in
addition to these two variables it produced no marked
improvement in performance, suggesting that existing
cloudiness-correction approaches may in fact be compen-
sating for a poor functional form in their clear-sky parent
function. While we cannot claim from these results that the
approach is superior in every instance, it does offer a marked
improvement in global downward long-wave radiation pre-
dictability overall.
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